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			never stop thinking creatively 

	
	




	
		
			
				Satirical Essay Topics 

				using humorous or serious satire  

			
			Just as the name suggests, a satirical essay has a lot to do with satire. In case you don't know or are not quite sure, satire is found in ways forms of expression including literature and the performing arts and involves the use of ridicule to poke fun at life and its many foibles. You can have deadly serious satire ranging through to satire which is clearly meant to be humorous and entertaining. 


So satirical essay topics and their content differ from other essays in their choice of topic and more importantly, in the way it tackles the topic. You should remember that the structure of a satirical essay is more than likely to be identical to any number of other essays. A satirical essay will have an introduction, some main paragraphs and a conclusion. If you ask someone 'do my homework', make sure that person follows this rule.
 

			
				
					You Cannot Go Far Enough


				

				One of the main tips when choosing a satirical essay topics is to choose those which allow you to go, shall we say, over-the-top. The more ridiculous, the more outrageous the issue you wish to satirize the better. Not only will your essay be marked according to its structure and content, it will be marked according to the amount of satire it engenders. So, in looking for satirical essay topics, put no restriction on your search boundaries. You can find tons of writing ideas for satirical essays.


					television makes the perfect babysitter
	put all racists in the same town
	celebrity hoaxes make the best reality television
	the best criminals make the best politicians
	people can only buy food according to their body weight
	every drug should be made legal
	put warring gang members in a locked room
	the government should be conducted through social media



Now as you can see from this list of satirical essay topics some are designed to be entertaining and humorous while others tackle issues which are deadly serious. Obviously once you choose your satirical essay topic you need to decide which camp you are in. Satire can be a wonderful tool and can make its points in a winning and effective way. But it is most important that you make the distinction between satire for fun and satire which is meant to be serious.


Advice in making your selection


You have already been advised to go over the top when making your essay topic selection. Having done so, it is important that you match your writing with the topic. If you choose an outrageous topic, your writing must follow in similar vein. Anyone reading the title of your satirical essay should not be let down by what follows with the content. If you make some over-the-top statement in your topic, you must follow-up with over-the-top writing.


Current affairs and topical issues are by far the better choice when choosing a satirical essay topic. When you make a satirical essay topic choice it should involve something which most people will know about because it is happening today. It is much easier for people reading your essay to appreciate the satire because they are aware of the situation you are discussing. Unheard of topics do not generate the same amount of appreciation as do satirical essays written about everyday topics.


A really good ingredient in your satirical essay is common sense. Whether you are being witty or serious, sarcasm mixed with common sense is a powerful mix. Being provocative and entertaining are both valuable and will help push up your grade. But when the reader sees that you are making sense, despite your satire, you are well on the way to creating an essay which rates very highly. Let your satire run free. 


			

		

		
				
					Our Project

					Learning Benefits is a nonprofit resource of efficient prompts for academic writing. Be sure to learn from experts how to create an original essay.

				
	
					Become a writer

					If you have a desire to contribute to our work by sharing your original writing techniques with others, be sure to contact us.
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